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	Signal Integrity Issues and Printed Circuit Board Design, 9780131418844 (013141884X), Prentice Hall, 2003
The definitive high-speed design resource for every PCB designer
In this book, renowned engineer,author, and seminar leader Douglas Brooks teaches PCB designers how tosuccessfully design boards for any high-speed application. Brooks begins withan easy-to-understand electronics primer for every PCB designer, then offerspractical, real-world solutions for every important signal-integrity problem.Based on his legendary seminars, this book offers even more design rules,specific recommendations, examples, illustrations, and diagrams. 

Coverage includes— 

	Essential electronics concepts: propagation, current, resistance, reactance, impedance, phase shifts, and more
	EMI principles and controls: loop area, uncontrolled differential currents, and common mode currents
	Controlling signal reflections: transmission lines, proper terminations, and trace layer design
	Power system stability (bypass capacitor decoupling): Traditional approaches, and techniques based on power-system impedance
	Eliminating forward crosstalk, and eliminating or controlling backwards crosstalk
	Power-system conditioning: power-system plane design and correct board stackups
	Lossy lines and eye diagrams: skin effects, dielectric absorption, and more


Two full chapters of simulationillustrations—ideal for thosewithout access to high-speed simulation tools

About the Author

   DOUGLAS BROOKS is President of UltraCAD Design, Inc., Bellevue, WA, aleading printed circuit board design service bureau specializing in large,complex, fast turn designs for the video and data-processing industries. Hepresents signal-integrity seminars at events nationwide, including PCB DesignConferences East and West and IPC Expo. His columns “Brookspeak”and “Rise Time” appeared regularly in Printed Circuit DesignMagazine. He is author of ElectricalEngineering for the Non-Degreed Engineer.
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Fun with Algorithms: 4th International Conference, FUN 2007, Castiglioncello, Italy, June 3-5, 2007, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
This volume contains the papers presented at the Fourth International Conference on Fun with Algorithms (FUN 2007), held June 3–5, 2007 in the beautiful Tuscanian coastal town of Castiglioncello, Italy.

FUN is a three-yearly conference dedicated to the use, design, and analysis of algorithms and data structures, focusing on results...

		

The Cucumber for Java Book: Behaviour-Driven Development for Testers and DevelopersPragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	
		Teams working on the JVM can now say goodbye forever to misunderstood requirements, tedious manual acceptance tests, and out-of-date documentation. Cucumber - the popular, open-source tool that helps teams communicate more effectively with their customers - now has a Java version, and our bestselling Cucumber Book has been...



		

Fantasies of Time and Death: Dunsany, Eddison, TolkienPalgrave Macmillan, 2020

	This book reveals the unique contribution made by the three founding fathers of British fantasy?Lord Dunsany, E. R. Eddison and J. R. R. Tolkien?to our culture’s perennial reassessment of the meanings of time, death and eternity. It traces the poetic, philosophical and theological roots of the striking preoccupation with mortality and...




	

GUI Design for Android AppsApress, 2014

	GUI Design for Android Apps is the perfect—and concise—introduction for mobile app developers and designers. Through easy-to-follow tutorials, code samples, and case studies, the book shows the must-know principles for user-interface design for Android apps running on the Intel platform, including...


		

CompTIA A+ Complete Fast PassSybex, 2006


    The A+ certification program was developed by the Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA) to provide an industry-wide means of certifying the competency of computer service technicians. The A+ certification, which is granted to those who have attained the level of knowledge and troubleshooting skills that are needed...

		

E-learning And Virtual Science CentersInformation Science Publishing, 2005
The key to the success of the clinical healthcare sector in the 21st century is to achieve
an effective integration of technology with human-based clinical decision-making processes.
By doing so, healthcare institutions are free to disseminate acquired knowledge
in a manner that ensures its availability to other healthcare...
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